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Welcome to the 5th edition of the Conserving Scottish Machair LIFE+ Project Newsletter
Machair LIFE+ staff are employees of RSPB Scotland, Managing Partner for the Project, working in partnership with Scottish Natural
Heritage, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and the Scottish Crofting Federation. Our office can be found in the CRP Building at East Camp,
Balivanich, Benbecula and our door is always open...
Please explore our Facebook page to find out what has been happening up to the minute and take part in any discussions ... 		
www.facebook.com/MachairLife and don’t forget you can also visit our website www.machairlife.org.uk

Spreading the load

Inside this issue

Getting seaweed on the machair

An interview with Ivan
MacDonald

This winter the project increased our
effort in the collecting and spreading
of seaweed across the Isles to
benefit crops on the machair. Much
of this work was carried out through
the sixty Management Agreements
we held with individual crofters but
this year we also offered our support
at township level to assist crofters to
get seaweed off the shore and onto
the machair. To enable us to achieve
this we enlisted the support of local
contractors. We also put word out to
townships when we would be in an
area so that anyone with a tractor
and trailer could come along on the
day and get loaded with seaweed.
Three areas where this worked
particularly well were at Drimsdale
and
Kilpheder
to
Daliburgh
townships where we were able to
work continuously loading crofter’s
trailers at the same time as carting
seaweed for spreading.
This was a great demonstration of
the benefits of joint working effort.
Our eight tonne trailer and nine
tonne spreader enabled us to
maximise the efficiency of getting
seaweed on the machair. We
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Machair Life+ seaweed
spreader in action.
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The second of a series of
interviews about the changes in
crofting across the Islands.

Demonstration event
and seaweed trials
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Machair Life+ tractor and trailer collecting seaweed at Kildonan.
were also happy to facilitate the
spreading of seaweed on the southside of Balranald since many of
these plots have not had seaweed
as fertiliser for over forty years. In
some areas where seaweed does
not usually wash-in, we were able
to move seaweed between shores.
The furthest distance we managed
this was between the townships
of Berneray and Clachan where
we used local Contractors to cart
seaweed by arctic lorry.
Even though the use of seaweed
as organic fertiliser is a traditional
practice on the Isles many crofters
either do not have the time or
equipment to enable them to make
the most of this seemingly ‘free’
fertiliser. In fact the use of seaweed
does come at a cost since there are
machinery fuel and running costs.

The window of time to collect, load
and spread is relatively small and
reliant on the right tidal and weather
conditions. At Baleshare we were
fortunate to get a late wash-up of
seaweed following a storm, which
enabled us to get seaweed spread
on the machair just in time for
cultivation.
The negative impact of the rising
cost of inorganic fertiliser seemed to
be reflected in the uptake of project
assistance in getting seaweed
this year. We are committed to
increasing our capacity to help with
this work next year. In addition to
getting seaweed spread we are
running analysis on the nutritive
qualities of seaweed which will
help inform its future use (see SAC
Trials, p.3).
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News about best practice works
on the ground.

Machair Art project
underway
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Students from Lionacleit School
are working with artists Laura
Donkers and Olwen Shone to
follow a year on the machair.
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An interview with Ivan MacDonald of Croismoraig
Continuing our series of interviews with crofters from all generations across the Uists
He would also like “to find a sheep
as easy to look after as possible”.
Life is busy and he could do with
bit more time for piping practice as
he also is the Pipe Major in the Uist
Pipe Band.
It’s a full time job looking after the
stock and working on a number
of different committees. Ivan
also acts as the vice chair of the
Scottish Crofting Federation on the
Uists, through which he hopes to
encourage more young people to
come into crofting, especially while
stock prices are high.
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Ivan MacDonald
Ivan MacDonald is in his early
thirties and returned to run the
family croft at Croismoraig on North
Uist full-time in 2001. He works with
his father Alastair and has recently
taken over the business from him.
Ivan now runs several crofts and
has hill grazing rights on Eval and
Buereval.
After completing an HND in
Agriculture followed by a (Hons)
degree
in
Rural
Business
Management at SAC Aberdeen, Ivan
spent six months sheep shearing
and working on farms in New
Zealand, before he came back to live
in the Uists.
After Ivan came home he and his
father bought their own machinery
for cropping silage, and started
wintering the cattle and hogs at
home. The stock had previously
gone off the Island for wintering in
Elgin. They currently grow five and
a half acres of corn silage and forty
acres of grass silage.
Ivan now looks after thirty mainly
Simmental-Limousin cross cows, all
with calves and this year purchased a

new Charolais bull called ‘Frivolous’.
Is Ivan a sheep or cattle man? He
has three hundred Lleyn cross
and Texel cross ewes. Out to the
east on the hill grazing, comprising
roughly four thousand acres, he has
around four hundred Uist traditional
Blackface ewes that are brought
home for lambing. He prefers the

cattle to the sheep but feels it is
important to have both to make a
living from crofting.
When asked about his plans for the
future, Ivan explained he is finishing
building a house on Claddach
Baleshare and is planning
to
improve the grazings on the crofts

Asked how he found the Machair
LIFE+ project, Ivan was pleased
with the help he received for the
seaweed and ploughing, especially
with the very late arrival of seaweed
on May 14th. (The cut off day for
cultivations for crofters in SRDP
schemes). He is looking forward to
a good summer and a continuation
of the crop protection scheme run
by the Project. Asked about the way
forwards for crofting in the Uists,
Ivan smiled wryly and said “It would
be nice to have a future with less
geese.”

Testing the depth of plough
years. It is very efficient at breaking
the surface ground. The plough
has been set to manage 4-5 inch
plough depth and is a very efficient
machine.
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Crofters inspecting shallow ploughing demonstration while
being filmed at Baleshare.
This year we held our shallow
cultivation demonstration event
in Baleshare. The weather was
kind despite the chilly winds which
kept all those who attended in their
winter coats. Donald MacInnes
demonstrated the project’s Maschio
rotavater and Overum 3 furrow
reversible plough to local crofters.

The rotavator manages a particularly
shallow cultivation and has the
benefit of creating a smooth, flat
seed bed which once rolled is less
likely to blow in high winds. We
have used this machine for all of
our Management Agreement areas
of machair which have not been
under the plough for more than ten

The conservation benefit of shallow
cultivation is that it reduces the
damage to soil structure and
enhances the opportunity for the
seeds of wild plants to germinate.
Given the recent introduction of
payment incentive for shallow
cultivation in the current SRDP
programme we are sure that
there will be even more interest
in examining plough depth in this
detail next year.
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Machair Art Project underway with young crofters
S1 and S2 students from Lionacleit
School, Benbecula have been
learning about life on the machair.
Last autumn they went to Torlum
machair to learn about traditional
harvesting techniques, in January they
went to Balranald Reserve to learn
about seaweed spreading and in the
spring they visited Daliburgh to find out
how shallow cultivations take place.
They were also given an insight into
the challenges of animal husbandry by
a trip to Neil MacPherson’s croft where
they took part in feeding the lambs
and calves. In June they will re-visit
Balranald Reserve to find out various
bird and plant survey techniques and
so complete a year of studying the
machair.
The group of twelve elected
themselves to be a part of “Machair
Art” which combines art with learning
about crofting on the machair. They
are finding out how crofting can
be sustainable in the future while
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Machair Art Project

Machair Art Project

preserving the delicate balance of
rich flora and fauna.
Machair Art is a collaboration between
artists Olwen Shone and Laura
Donkers and the Machair Life+ project.
It encompasses the year-long cycle of
the machair. Altogether there will be
four field trips to various locations on
the themes of harvesting, seaweed,
ploughing and wildlife. Students
also attend after-school workshops
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Machair Art Project

SAC Trials – it’s all in the yield
We have commissioned tests from
the SAC on the role of seaweed as
an organic fertiliser and its effect
on soil nutritive qualities and crop
yields. We anticipate the results
will inform future project work
and provide helpful information
to the crofting community. The
nutritive qualities of standing
seaweed has been analysed at
varying stages of decomposition
which will highlight the benefits of
spreading seaweed semi-rotted
or as fresh material.
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We are also testing the effects
of late cutting dates on the yield
and quality of crops which will be
harvested as silage. Since the
late harvesting of arable silage
has benefits for wildlife on the
machair the results of this test
will inform potential payment
rates which could be introduced
as a new supplement in the next
round of SRDP. We look forward
to disseminating results of these
tests later this year.

in between the field trips. As well as
learning about crofting, each student
is building up a record of their
experiences in a sketchbook, including
both drawings and photographs, which
eventually will reflect the yearly cycle
of the machair.
The sketchbooks and photographs
will be on show as part of the Machair
Art project’s own art exhibition at
Taigh Chearsbhagh in November
2012. It happens to coincide with the
CEUT exhibition ‘Crofting and Smiddywork’ at Taigh Chearsabhagh.
Olwen Shone explains “Our hope
for the project was to bring a new
awareness of the importance of
this unique machair environment
to a young age group. Now that we
are part-way through the project,
we’re really excited about what
is happening. We have such an
enthusiastic group of young people

who seem to be grasping the positive
message about looking after this
environment and the potential of
sustainable crofting.”
To find out more about the
project you can view it online at
www.flickr.com. All you need is to do
is use this username and password
to sign in:
username:
machairartproject@yahoo.com
password: arctictern2
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Machair Art Project students

Machair LIFE+ Management
Agreements double in 2012
The Project has doubled the
number of agreements we
have with crofters in Uist and
Benbecula to sixty from the thirty
in 2011. Therefore we will have
carried out more spreading of
seaweed, shallow cultivations
and harvesting crops by binder
than in previous years.
The project’s reaper binder will
be taken to Barra this year to
harvest crops in the township of

Eoligarry and we are particularly
keen to encourage the binding of
crops in areas where this wouldn’t
normally happen.
Management Agreements for
2013 will be signed with individuals
this autumn. If you are interested
in entering into a Management
Agreement with the Project in 2013
please contact Julia Gallagher at
the office.
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What’s happening in the Uists?
New Project Assistant: Donald
MacInnes

Scarecrow workshops

Machair Guided Walks
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We are delighted to welcome Donald
to the team. He has been working
hard all winter to collect and spread
seaweed and has just completed all
the cultivations for our management
agreements.

Due to popular demand, the
scarecrow workshops run by Marie
Melynczuc last year to support the
crop protection scheme will be taking
place in primary schools again this
June and at the Ceolas festival.

Botanical and beetle survey
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Steve Duffield will lead machair walks
on our behalf in South Uist every
Monday from 10am -12pm as from
the end of June. Contact Maggie in
the office to find out more details.
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Ecological consultants, Rick Goater
and Chris Woolley from ‘Applied
Ecology ltd’ are back on the machair
this June and August to continue
to monitor how our management
actions are affecting the wildlife of the
Islands.

Wader survey
Reaper Binder Repairs
Machinery legacy

Machair Life+ Film

As we are now half way through
the project, we are looking at life
post LIFE+. It is hoped that a
charitable community trust or suitable
established organisation will take
responsibility for ensuring the
continued use of the project machinery
for the purposes of conservation
management. Invitations to tender
for the project machinery will be sent
out to registered groups at the end of
year after a public meeting to discuss
the legacy.

Crop Protection Scheme August 1st to October 14th
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Do you want to recommission your
reaper binder? Do you need new
canvasses? This summer we will
be helping crofters with repairs to old
binders. Contact Donald at the office
to discuss how we can help.

Mia Misso is busy monitoring
breeding waders on our management
plots. This work is part of a three
year survey to determine responses
to project management actions. This
work goes alongside all other regular
RSPB bird monitoring for corncrake
and corn buntings.

Andy Mackinnon from Uistfilm has
been commissioned to make the
project film which is part of our LIFE+
funding requirements. He will be
working with script writer and director,
Beatrix Wood.

Seed issues

Machair Art Exhibition

Have your say:
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if you would like to comment
on any of the articles or enquire
about the project contact:
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This year our scarers will be reducing
the use of rockets but will continue
to use bangers. We will be trying
out bat kites and trialing other new
techniques. For more details contact
the Uists Goose Coordinator, Rory
Macgillvary on 07879 443518.
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We are investigating buying a modern
thresher to aid conservation of the
precious Uist seed.

Rebecca Cotton
T: 01870 603361
E: Rebecca.Cotton@rspb.org.uk

An exhibition of all work from the
Machair Art project will be showing
in gallery 2 at Taigh Chearsabhagh
in November .
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